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  IRON PROGRAM

                    Strategies

        1.   Iron Train System

      Indicators / Tools

1. Iron Levels
2. Quick Trailing
3. Iron Harmonic

4. MEGAWY
5. Iron Trendline Break

6. Iron Chromatine
7. Iron Mantra

        Forex EA Robots

1.    GPS Robot FxChoice 3.0 
2.    FxCharger Max 2.3
3.    EA Happy Gold  1.7

4.    SkyBlue 1.4
5.    Forex Cyborg 1.2
6.    Iron Trading EA 

          Complete Iron Course

1. Wolfe Waves
2. Price Action Basic

3. Price Action Advanced
4. Volume Profile

5. Candlestick Patterns
6. Trading Psychology

   
More information about the Program: https://www.irontradingfx.com/iron-program 
   
Our performance: https://www.irontradingfx.com/performance 

https://www.irontradingfx.com/iron-program
https://www.irontradingfx.com/performance
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Will this Program turn you into a professional trader?

It normally does. The most of our students become profitable traders after finishing our Program. 
Actually, some of them only use the Iron Train System and some of our indicators and make a lot of 
profits every month (although we strongly recommend you to study the Course to understand the 
markets and manage every situation).

Will you lose money during the practice period?

To avoid this, we send you our Iron Train System (our best) from the beginning. Of course it takes 
some practice to master it, but you shouldn’t lose if you follow it and control your lotsize. If you end 
up losing a little bit for any reasonwe will try to cover your losses if possible, although this rarely occurs. The 
Iron Program only takes 2-3 weeks normally.

IRON TRAIN SYSTEM
It took us three years to develop our best strategy. Incredibly effective, mechanical and suitable for
every level of trader (you don’t need to know how the markets works to use it). Actually, you only
need this strategy and our indicators to make a living from trading, it doesn't matter your previous
level or experience.

It’s basically a system designed to help the trader to jump onto a trend at the best possible
moment.  It always goes with the trend and provides entries of at least 1:2 ratio, but normally
much higher. If applied correctly, it has a success rate of at least 75-80%.

We provide a complete description of the system rules, examples and exercises.
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INDICATORS / TOOLS
Self-made and very effective. An increidibly useful support for your trades.

IRON LEVELS

Indicator that shows the daily algorithmic key levels of each instrument, the levels that the EA’s
consider.  It  can  be  used  to  foresee  rebounds  or  calculate  safe  entry  points  at  pullbacks  and
throwbacks.  You will  see  that,  when the price  reaches  one of  these levels,  there  is  normally  a
reaction.  And  if  one of  the  levels  overlaps  with  a  strong  support  or  resistance,  the  guarantee
doubles.

QUICK TRAILING EA

This amazing EA is programmed to tell you exactly where you need to open and close the trade
according to the size of your account and the money you want to make per trade. You can have the
best strategy or the best knowledge of the market,  but if you fail at risk management, you will
inevitably end up losing your account. Quick Trailing will help you to avoid that by directing your
entries.
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IRON HARMONIC

Harmonic patterns construct geometric pattern structures (retracement and projection swings/legs)
using Fibonacci sequences. These harmonic structures identified as specified (Harmonic) patterns
provide unique opportunities for traders with potential price movements and key turning or trend
reversal points. This factor adds an edge for traders as Harmonic patterns attempt to provide highly
trustful price entries, stops and targets information. This indicator is an Harmonic Pattern detector.

MEGAWY

Indicator that detects when a trend is going to change with a great percentage of success. It is
based on Price Action structures,  Candlestick patterns  and Heikin Ashi  candles.  It  can be a very
strong tool if used in combination with the other material included in the package.
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IRON TRENDLINE BREAK

Indicator that paints the real trendlines and tells you (with an alarm system) when a trendline has
been broken. As you know, the main foundation of our method is Price Action, so we are always
looking for trendline breaks and confirmations. That’s why this tool is so useful: not only because the
alert factor, also because it may detect trendline breaks that you may have overlooked.

IRON CHROMATINE

We designed this indicator introducing volume and pattern algorithms. It  helps to determine the
zones and the moments when a trend is weakening. It can work very well in combination with the
other tools, the knowledge of the Courses and your own experience.
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IRON MANTRA

This indicator has a similar formula to Iron Levels, but it follows the price, creating a channel that
represents the control zones of the counterparties at that moment. At the bottom of the channel,
there  are  more  buy  limit  orders  than  sell  orders,  and  vice  versa.  The  channel  will  normally  be
respected and the price will bounce from one side to the other.

FOREX EA ROBOTS
https://www.irontradingfx.com/forex-robots 

GPS ROBOT FXCHOICE 3.0

Gain: 513,69%
Success rate: 96%

Drawdown: 31,06% 

Check performance test: https://www.myfxbook.com/members/ForexMark/gps-robot-fxchoice-100k/396026 

https://www.myfxbook.com/members/ForexMark/gps-robot-fxchoice-100k/396026
https://www.irontradingfx.com/forex-robots
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FXCHARGER MAX 2.3

Gain: 2132,22%
Success rate: 61%

Drawdown: 21,88% 

Check performance test: https://www.myfxbook.com/members/fxcharger/fxcharger/1744841 

EA HAPPY GOLD 1.7

Gain: 3,47M%
Success rate: 81%

Drawdown: 30,05% 

Check performance test: https://www.myfxbook.com/strategies/ea-happy-gold/87189 

https://www.myfxbook.com/strategies/ea-happy-gold/87189
https://www.myfxbook.com/members/fxcharger/fxcharger/1744841
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SKYBLUE 1.4

Gain: 347,4%
Success rate: 72%

Drawdown: 40,81%

Check performance test: https://www.myfxbook.com/strategies/skyblue-12/178087 

FOREX CYBORG 1.2

Gain: 6.36M%
Success rate: 83%

Drawdown: 24,18%

Check performance test: https://www.myfxbook.com/strategies/forex-cyborg-audcad/123364 

https://www.myfxbook.com/strategies/forex-cyborg-audcad/123364
https://www.myfxbook.com/strategies/skyblue-12/178087
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IRON TRADING EA

This EA hasn't been tested yet, as it is new. It contains all the parameters of our trading methods, so the 
performance will be very similar to ours.

Check performance: https://www.irontradingfx.com/performance 

COMPLETE IRON COURSE
We have condensed all the knowledge we have acquired during our 11 years of experience into this 
Trading Course. It is important to point out that this is not just theory that you can find online, this is our
personal perspective of each field. We have got rid of all the useless parts and developed everything 
that actually works, mixing it with multiple elements. The result is a very complex system, but actually 
very easy to understand and master.

WOLFE WAVES

Wolfe  Waves  are  an  advanced  Technical  Analysis  figure  that  detects  the  immediate  changes  of
tendency, with high probability of success. Suitable for every Time Frame (from 1 Min to Monthly)
and  all  the  instruments  (indices,  foxes,  stocks,  metals  ...),  the  Wolfe  Wave approach,  once it  is
mastered, is a very convenient system to trade, since it defines a Stop Loss and Take Profit zone very
clearly, without the need of being permanently in front of the screen. We will teach you all we know
about them, which happens to be a pretty different approach to the usual.

https://www.irontradingfx.com/performance
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PRICE ACTION

Price action is the analysis of the price movement of a market over time. By learning to read the
price  action  of  a  market,  we  can  determine  a  market’s  directional  bias  as  well  as  trade  from
reoccurring price action patterns or  price action setups that  reflect  changes or continuations in
market sentiment. We consider it the best way, together with volume, to detectar the traces of the
professional  traders,  the ones who move the market,  and follow them when they execute their
strategies.We will learn:

 The representation of the price in its different forms: candles, bars, thread.
 The representation of the price and structures by means of Japanese candles.
 Trend, the direction of money and the professional.
 As price structures are formed, we will learn how to read the price.
 Paper areas, money areas, phases of bullish and bearish price development.
 Channeling, trend lines, guidelines.
 Startup module, failure and turnaround for a new price structure.
 The triple pattern, the rule of 3.
 Analysis of the study of the different waves, always under our own vision.
 Gap study: the different types and their nature.
 Detecting  and  interpreting  the  different  patterns  of  exhaustion  and  continuity

outside the common theoretical  context,  always with the help of Volume Profile
and VSA.

 Fractals and symmetries.  How to help us and in what way with the use of other
assets to intuit future price developments.

 Management of positions, inputs and outputs (Input, Stop, Profit).
 Operational route map, know where we are and what patterns / strategies to use in

each phase of the market.  We structure the price to have a guide on how to start
and end an analysis with each price structure, both intraday and operational Swing
in different assets that are traded.

VOLUME PROFILE

Volume is a measure of how much of a given financial asset has been traded in a given period of 
time. It is a very powerful tool but is often overlooked because it is such a simple indicator. Volume 
information can be found just about anywhere, but few traders or investors know how to use this 
information to increase their profits and minimize risk. We consider it the best way, together with 
price action, to detect the traces of the professional traders, the ones who move the market, and 
follow them when they execute their strategies. We will learn:

 The complete study of the Volume regarding the movement in the price, we will
deepen in its analysis complementing it with the use of: Clusters, VPOC'S of candle,
accumulation,  distribution,  absorption,  tests,  no  demand,  no  offer,  volumes  of
rupture, climax …
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 Volume Profile: Volume in price and its study in different TF's (VPOC, VA, HVM, LVN)
as well as its integration with the VSA.

 Market Profile: Time Price Opportunities (TPO), different openings (open drive, 
test drive, rejection, auction).

 Pattern strategies through the use of: Price / VSA / Volume Profile / Clusters

CANDLESTICK PATTERNS

Candlestick charts originated in Japan over 100 years before the West developed the bar and point-
and-figure charts. In the 1700s, a Japanese man named Homma discovered that, while there was a 
link between price and the supply and demand of rice, the markets were strongly influenced by the 
emotions of traders. Candlesticks show that emotion by visually representing the size of price moves
with different colors. Traders use the candlesticks to make trading decisions based on regularly 
occurring patterns that help forecast the short- term direction of the price. This Course:

 Details the most valuable aspect of technical analysis-reversal patterns-as well as 
reversal signals, including the Doji, the Hammer, the Hanging Man, Engulfing 
Patterns, and Dark Cloud Cover, always under our point of view, shaped through 
years of experience.

 Explains continuation patterns and explores how they can help with the decision-
making process during various trading periods.

 Reveals how to find trading situations that have the maximum potential for 
profitability, the highest probability of success, and the least amount of risk.

TRADING PSYCHOLOGY

The psychological aspect of trading is extremely important. Traders often dart in and out of stocks 
on short notice, necessitating quick decisions. To accomplish this, they need a certain presence of 
mind. They also, by extension, need discipline, so they will stick with previously established trading 
plans and know when to book profits and losses. Emotions simply can't get in the way.

When a trader gets bad news about a certain stock or the general market, it's not uncommon for 
the trader to get scared. They may overreact and feel compelled to liquidate their holdings and go 
to cash or to refrain from taking any risks. If they do that, they may avoid certain losses, but they 
also may miss out on gains.

Traders need to understand what fear is: a natural reaction to what they perceive as a threat, in this 
case, to their profit or money-making potential. Quantifying the fear might help, and traders should 
consider pondering what they are afraid of, and why they are afraid of it.

There's an old saying on Wall Street that "pigs get slaughtered." This adage refers to greedy 
investors hanging on to winning positions too long, trying to get every last tick. Greed can be 
devastating to returns, because a trader always runs the risk of getting whipsawed or blown out of 
a position.
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Greed is not easy to overcome. It's often based on an instinct to try to do better, to try to get just a 
little more. A trader should learn to recognize this instinct and develop a trading plan based upon 
rational business decisions, not emotional whims or potentially harmful instincts.

Emotions are usually underestimated in the trading world. In this Course, we will learn how to 
master them, which we consider the 60% of the trading skills.
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